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Social dislocation and pseudo-information
Spinning citizens towards growing unrest and social conflict?
In Summer 2011, I used this platform to express my concerns relating to national and 
global social dislocation, manifesting itself through an ever increasing disparity of income 
and resultant in economic polarisation across societies. I feared that unless political parties 
and politicians recognised and addressed this developing situation then we risked sliding 
into a deepening crisis which could deliver a global challenge of worrying proportions.
Some eighteen months later, we continue to face this threat. Civic society remains 
increasingly polarised and social exclusion is alarmingly becoming an unchallenged norm.  
Bloomberg now reports that in 2012, at a time where the vast majority of world citizens are 
experiencing economic hardship and democratic deficit, the world's wealthiest billionaires 
enjoyed a 20% increase in their average levels of net worth during the same period. 
History teaches us that when the rich continue getting richer and the poor poorer, social 
conflict adjustment through confrontation and violence, inevitably awaits just around the 
corner. 
The American Republican right wing interventionist 'Dick Cheney' contends that we are to 
live with 50 years of threat and illusion of endless war (terrorism). This typically ambiguous 
and contentious message resonates the means by which many Governments, Media and 
other un-mandated and un-elected 'power players', now manage, massage and 
manipulate contemporary society. This insidious and potent tool, maintains and asserts 
justification of levels of state intervention, state interference and/or increased state controls 
and together with the influence of globalised communication channels demonstrates the 
manifestation of pseudo-information or 'spin' to justify apparent governance and action.
Indeed, we need look no further than the following examples;
     Media and governmental assertions featuring threatening tales of 'Iraqi weapons of
     mass destruction
     Intimations of ongoing emotive 'public frightener' of suggested impending Al Qu'ida
     threats
    Media and emergent political (UKIP) assertions of the pervasive negative impact on 
    British society through tales of spiralling immigration stealing 'British' jobs 
    An ongoing 'spin' message of an apparent rash of sponging NHS and benefit scrounges
The use of the above pseudo-information and often scaremongering 'assertions or spin' 
enables governments and institutions to justify increased civic surveillance, restrict civil 
liberties, maintain or develop military budgets and employ structural adjustment 
programmes (through taxation tweaking and/or unethical exploitation of bypassing 
domestic labour by outsourcing work to cheap global labour markets). Lamentably, these 
stealthily introduced, apparently justified 'State interventions' and the hidden hand of 
unelected impactive actions are now taken as 'givens'. They enable unethical and un-
mandated interventionism through a sinister and pervasive strand of rampant, unethical 



global capitalism. As a result, civic society suffers today from a plethora of imposed 
adjustments or controls, which might be legal, but are they morally justifiable or ethical?
The hubristic interventionists readily believe that 'if your holding a hammer - every solution 
looks like a nail' and in Afghanistan today we find that this country is being pounded by 
squadrons of American B52 Bombers. Yet this nation's entire annual budget represents 
only a fraction of the cost of one such Aircraft!
Sadly such justified spinning underpins the enactment of many 'control' ideologies which 
are often based upon spreading fear, confusion and mistrust. Regrettably, they inevitably 
impact badly, both economically and democratically, on the ever disenfranchised, 
underprivileged poor. These typical and everyday examples, simply exacerbate social 
exclusion and are ingredients in the ever growing feeling of social discontent. They also  
alarmingly provide portents which threaten to instigate potential civic disturbance and 
disruption.
Civic society institutions such as the UN Association now recognise a growing dissonance 
between the policies of Governments and multinationals (justified and based on this 
contentious pseudo-information) and the populist campaigns and self interest angles of the 
news media. This now manifests itself in a growing public alienation from on the one hand, 
what politicians and the media promulgate and dispense, and the real life situations and 
financial predicaments faced by ordinary people. Our politicians and journalists seem 
unaware of, oblivious to, or unimpressed by, growing grass root resentment.
The controversial Conservative politician 'Nadine Dorries' undoubtedly solicits controversy 
but the recent overwhelming response and offended reaction of a disgruntled 'Westminster 
and certain apparently 'affronted' Fleet Street periodicals to her self seeking 'trip' to 
Australia surely demonstrates that. Notwithstanding her controversial egotistical lifestyle, 
her observation that the PM and Chancellor of the Exchequer represent "two arrogant 
posh boys who don't know the price of milk' (which might well demonstrate actual public 
perception and sentiment), might have hit very close to the truth. 
There is of course the illusion that we enjoy freedom of information and free speech and 
that dissent is permissible within 'consensual boundaries' - but are these boundaries 
democratically legitimate or strategically constructed by Governments, Press Barons and 
media conglomerates? In recent years, while the UK Parliamentary expenses farrago fully 
deserved media condemnation and public scrutiny, if one added together the entire cost of 
these delinquent expense charges, it would not amount to a fraction of 1% of the funds 
required to bail out the delinquent Banking traders. Yet what do we find? Rather than 
robustly confront and address unethical financial mis-trading, the Banking fiasco paled into 
relative media insignificance as compared to the amount of column inches afforded to the 
errant politicians. This biased reporting, selective spin, lack of balance and perspective, 
sent out cynical messages of political delinquency and badly damaged the importance of 
vital public political participation. This undoubtedly disillusioned and disengaged our next 
generation of young, emergent political activists. Political apathy is a real danger as 
without the active checks and balances of civic scrutiny, the spin doctors will always 
prevail. At the last European Parliamentary elections, apathetic left of centre socialist 
voters failed to turn out while the Conservative/Christian Democrat turn out remained 
around the same level. The result - a European Parliament where socialist MEPs hold a 
mere 20% of parliamentary numbers. The European Parliament thus became unbalanced 
and lost representative perspective. The resultant big winners, the right wing 
conservatives, currently dictate matters and to what avail? We have now witnessed their 



insistence on implementing anf enforcing an extremely tight repayment schedule of Greek, 
Italian and Spanish debt. This has resulted in extreme economic hardship for their citizens 
and created mass unemployment within these nations. Today, it is an unedifying norm to 
see 'professional' people begging on the streets of long established European nations and 
where today, despair is endemic and suicides are now commonplace. We are in fact in 
danger of forgetting that until the creation of the European Union, Europe had been a 
hotbed of discontent and war for half a century. Exercising ones right to vote has never 
proved to be so important. 
Political apathy and the discouragement of young radical political thinkers might perhaps 
suit the 'establishment' as activism encourages radical political thinkers which the 
establishment might wish to discourage, perhaps preferring to manage a compliant, docile 
herd.
In the UK to date, by allowing the bankers 'speculative' elements to continue unchecked, 
the Government and Press have deliberately failed to bring that portion of the piratical 
Banking industry to account. This outrageous omission has not however gone 
unrecognised by civic society. Indeed, if politicians took time to listen to the growing 
contemporary groundswell of public disapproval of this failure to address Banking 
accountability, they might indeed catch a wave of political opportunity and support. Instead 
they are apparently hoping that time will once again prove their ally and that the 'financial' 
backers of political parties will emerge unscathed and free to continue their blatant 
exploitative public  manipulation. In the interim, society is being cruelly penalised by an 
insidious corrosive variant of unfettered and unethical capitalism. 
Thus, Civic Society is experiencing and suffering unprecedented financial hardship and 
spiralling social exclusion. The gap between the rich and poor is dramatically widening and 
while our citizens are able through elections to hold our politicians to account through 
scrutiny and elections and can judge our Press on their merit, it is however the un-
mandated influence of those rogue 'elements' of national and global influence which 
dangerously impact upon our lives. Speculative, un-elected 'risk' bankers have delivered 
the greatest blow to the financial and social well-being of today's society since the costly, 
dark days of Fascism and two World Wars. This is outrageous as our lives have been 
badly damaged by these un-elected financial speculators who are out-with our control yet 
have seriously damaged us. Unregulated, speculative bankers being a law unto 
themselves. 
Civic Society cannot allow this unethical and undemocratic malpractice to continue and we 
must begin to assert our democratic right through our elective legislation to address this 
unfairness. We must also begin to tackle other un-mandated elements and address and 
continually challenge the 'spin' which underpins and enables them to prosper. We must 
ignore the pseudo-information which argues that if we harness delinquent bankers, 
financiers or corporate tax dodgers they will move elsewhere! We must accordingly insist 
on Parliamentary regulation to change the financial playing field, hold speculative Bankers 
to account and insist that tax is payable in the country where any trading occurs.
We must demonstrate that cIvic Society can insist on change and if politicians fail to listen 
then they must be replaced with more responsible and attentive listeners and if be, we 
must ensure they understand that they cannot hide behind their respective Parliamentary 
whips. While encouraging and supporting legitimate trading and free markets, Civic 
Society must ensure our elected officials never allow excessive and unchecked capitalist 



greed and speculation to run amok without the resultant risk being borne by traders and 
not by the general public.
Civic Society must therefore constantly seek more accurate information and evidence and 
challenge contentious political and media ambiguity and manipulative messages. We must 
simply not accept, spin, assertions and pseudo-information. We must through our Civic 
presentations, meetings, gatherings and in written submissions, bombard our elected 
representatives, stressing our concerns and not be fobbed off with platitudes or spin,  
which might sound good but in reality is without accuracy or relevance. It is only through 
such active political participation that we can hold our elected agents to account. As far as 
the un-elected media and un-mandated institutions are concerned, we must, where 
possible, use all our efforts to insist on encouraging and implementing legislation to bring 
to account those immoral, unethical, detrimental elements which currently remain outside 
the control of  elected, democratic governance. 
Failure to do this, risks us losing perspective, lulls us into apathy and catatonic compliance 
and allows us to be continually manipulated and patronised. By insisting on positive 
change, we can move the agenda way from accepting a diet of accepting plausible, 
deliberate misinformation and on to one which addresses the greatest potential threat to 
society today which is growing social exclusion through the exacerbation of a brutal and 
demeaning poverty imbalance.
Civic Society can make a difference. Political power and fairness must not be the 
preserves of mandated self appointees but instead represent the expression of the 
democratic majority. We must insist on being heard otherwise we risk fermenting national 
and global civic discontent which will inevitably lead to confrontation and breed social 
unrest which risks the emergence of a looming time bomb of civic conflict
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